The scheme of orthogonal incidence of primary convergent x-ray beam is applied. Two linear PSDs symmetrically placed on both sides of primary beam register the diffraction picture in Bragg plane with primary beam and detectors' wires in it. We take account of interference maximums from the planes being at the diffraction angle or at a close angle, perpendicular to the surface. Example: single crystal Si, surface -(111) ± 2 o , primary beam convergence angle -8 , beam axis is orthogonal to the single crystal surface, the diffraction plane -{220}, angle between planes (111) and (220) -35,27 , radiation Cr K , = 2,286, diffraction angle for plane (220) -36,43 . The task: determine angles of rotation and tilting to bring plane (111) into the plane of the single crystal surface with minimum manipulations. Solution: Any angular deviations of the diffraction cone axis in the directions perpendicular to the Bragg plane lead to closing in of the interference maximums, and in the directions within the Bragg plane -to their shift along the detectors wires to the left or to the right.
Processing software allows real time control of the Bragg's plane tilting and turning, producing within a few seconds the necessary orientation of the single crystal. The influence of instrumental aberrations is different for different experimental XRD set-ups. Proper correction for aberrations is required for accurate analysis, comparison, and storage of patterns in databases. Most of the current methods for aberration correction are based on simulation, which requires the introduction a model of peaks in the pattern. The introduction and refinement of peaks model is not always possible based on the available information.
We will describe the new method capable to correct instrumental aberrations while considering the diffraction pattern as a single "unknown" continuum. No input information about the sample microstructure or peak positions is required, and generally, there are no variable parameters to be refined.
An algorithm named "cleaning procedure" [1] incorporating the mathematical model of instrumental aberrations [2] , converts an experimental pattern to one corrected for instrumental aberrations. The peaks in the corrected pattern appear to be symmetrical and positioned in the ideal (Bragg) positions regardless of the instrumental setup. The corrected pattern may be processed later by any analytical package or stored in the database.
The advantage of this approach is that the aberration correction stage is split from the analytical stage and may be performed with minimum sample information. The application of the method to patterns of different structures including bio-polymers will be presented for reflection, transmission, focusing and parallel beam geometries.
